2001 toyota 4runner check engine light vsc trac vsc off

If you like to reset any maintenance oil light after an oil change. Or any warning light for service
reminder which appears on the display. Write in the search box the car name for which you
want to find information, and find how to reset other service reminders by yourself. This is an
information site where you can solve your car problems. Send us a comment if our procedures
are correctly. If you would have anything to add, for us every opinion counts. Click hear to see
full procedure how do you reset the oil light indicator. How to reset the maintenance light and
how do you reset service light for all Toyota vehicles. I see a lot of information but I never found
where ths site tells you how to reset the VSC Trac warning light. The light on my 03 4Runner
came on when Bank 1 sensor 1 O2 sensor went bad. How is that function performed? Have you
tried to disconnect the battery from the vehicle? If you changed the sensor this is how to reset
all light from the dashboard and so the error will not appear again. It was pretty easy , you can
google it. You use 2 paper clips inserted into the OBD port. The lights have recently came back
on after 2 months. Now I am understanding I may have low brake fluid. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
Skip to content. Reset service light Toyota. Reply Have you tried to disconnect the battery from
the vehicle? Reply Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Are
these the same thing? I see that now. It's a California model. You're welcome! The change from
flange mount to screw-in mounts for O2 sensors apparently varied from year to year and
depending on model. I think the larger threaded area for the screw-in type made stripping
threads less likely than on the 2 smaller studs for the flange mounts. The mechanic did not
charge me any labor well it's my brother-in-law's shop. It took the mechanic only about five
minutes to change once the part arrived from the parts supplier fortunately the bolts were not
rusted. As with most of these heated sensors, it's not the sensor part that goes bad, it's the
resistive heating element. He had some of the Denso sensors in stock but they're so expensive
that he doesn't stock a lot of them. While he works on a lot of Toyotas and he goes to Toyota
classes at the local college where Toyota has an auto-technology program, he was still
surprised that the VSC lights come on at the same time the check engine light comes on with
the P code. You'd think that this would be mentioned somewhere in the manufacturer code
listing but it isn't, at least not in the book he had. I'll check the sensor out in the daylight. Uh oh,
it might be some sort of pandemic. I think your post was the second complaint of the problem
this week, and mine is the third I have 4Runner. I have replaced gas cap, no luck. Last week i
replaced the Evap Cannistor, lights were off about 4 days and now are back on again. What
could it be? Saleoflautoka answered 6 years ago. GuruT7Y2L answered 2 years ago. Was told
by dealership it was my brake booster which could cost over 2T dollars , asked a mechanic and
took to Autozone and Oreilly can not duplicate the dealership claim of a brake booster code.
Guru1Q3SV answered about a year ago. That may not be everybody's problem. I would suggest
Auto parts store, most will hook up diagnostic computer to vehicle - no charge. Guru7Q
answered 8 months ago. Seam answered 3 months ago. Last week i replaced t I have a Toyota
4runner with about xxx miles. I just had the ignition coils and spark plugs replaced. On my way
home tonight, my engine light, vsc trac and track off lights all came on. My Check engine light
along with the trac control and 2 other lights came on a lot. I ended up replacing the gas cap.
Worked for a couple months. My check engine light, vsc trac light and the esp light suddenly
came on in my sr5 v8 4Runner. I was at a stand still in traffic at this time. What does this mean?
The maint reqd,check engine and the vsc lights are all on went to auto zone and the readings
they got was: p p and a couple off other codes.. Please help whats my next move i just baught t
I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota 4Runner
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota
4Runner Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Discussion in ' 4th Gen 4Runners ' started by Dfraley , Apr 8, Log in or
Sign up. Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently viewing as
a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Post Reply. Ive done zero
point on VSC lights. They come back on. This lead me to research the issue, turns out that the
vehicle computer shuts off stability control if there is an issue with how the engine is
performing. The codes I'm getting now are bank 2 cat. Is that something I can easily replace
myself with a little bit of determination? Or should I take it to a mechanic and bend over?
Dfraley , Apr 8, I had the same lights come on. It turned out to be the gas cap. Bought a new one
from the dealer, and solved the problem on ours. RonT4R likes this. Joined: Apr 12, Member:

Messages: 3. I had the same issue. I replaced the gas cap, and the battery, which solved the
problem. This was on a V8 4WD with k miles. Went to dealer and they said it was emission
related. I hit a stump hard the day before and had a large dent in the catalitic converter. They
turned of the light but said it will probably come back on. Also said that I was probably polluting
more than others now. Anyone know how to turn off these lights? Did they say how much the
repair would cost? Also implied that it is no big deal. In VA where i'm at you gotta pass
emissions, otherwise they won't renew your plates. Hope it works out quickly, and you don't
have an issue. In SC with no emissions laws. Anyone know a cheaper way to replace cats? I'm
battling these codes with my ' Its not the gas cap either. Auto Zone will do the test for free. It
provides a complete "snap shot" of everything at the split second the code is triggered, from
the water temp to the oil pressure. So, no, it wasn't my intake manifold gasket, no it wasn't the
fuel injector O rings, no it wasn't the gas cap and no it wasn't the MAF, what it was, it was the
fuel pump, which the shop that did all the needless shit concluded was fine. He said I was about
to burn the pistons up and ruin the motor. Last edited: Oct 4, Hey guys, have the same issues
with my Within 6 months I have replaced gas cap, fuel tank filler and charcoal cannister. My
lights popped up this morning! Checked gas cap. Tried turning it off and on. Still lights are
there. Any other suggestions? Jen76 , Oct 4, Jen76 likes this. Thank you. I did end up buying
one. See picture. Jen76 , Oct 5, Okay so this is an awesome timely thread! Instead of posting my
own, let's see if I can get some feedback traction here in the same boat So I've had a dash like a
christmas tree since 2 months after buying my truck 5 years ago. Pulled several codes, and the
longer I waited the more cascading codes came about. Vehicle runs fine, just annoying. I recall
early on when we did the codes it started with O2 sensors. Then others I've forgotten everything
b'c it was never a problem. I haven't done the O2 sensors b'c well, I'm "frugal. The new
mechanic knows I like to do a lot of my own work pulled it as cam shaft position sensor bank 1.
Here's my thought I've got not behavioral symptoms. Wouldn't a bad CSP sensor give me some
kind of symptomology at some point in the last several years? One CSP sensor is much better
than 4 O2 sensors Any ideas, or questions to pin to me, are appreciated. Those I've read both
O2 and cam sensor can trigger to disable, as mentioned above. You replaced gas cap? I
assume. I replaced mine twice and the filler tank. Jen76 , Oct 15, Yknow, I never have. Maybe bc
it just seemed too far off and w the codes Guess I should give it a shot at this stage I can always
take it back! Lol Before I get to digging, were there any specific parameters to be sure of
besidesjust a regular plastic gas cap? Thx for calling me on the carpet! Oem gas cap. Got mine
cheap on Amazon. I replaced it cleared codes and all good. No go on the cap. Seemed to stay
off for a half second after the truck started, came back on. Did a reset battery disconnect , came
back on after about 20 seconds. Drove w it for about 40min to see if it would self reset, no luck.
Worth a try though! Straight to CSP sensor? Or any other thoughts? Saw this forum and wanted
to give a reply to hopefully help out anyone with these issues This isnt a gas cap, its more than
likely the upstream O2 sensor on the passenger's side Bank 2, Sensor 1. I have nothing against
these stores, I use them a lot, but for auto parts that arent as frequently purchased like an O2
sensor , youll spend way more than you need to. Go to rockauto and youll spend maybe 30 or
40 per sensor. Try to replace the sensor first. Sometimes they fail or get a bad read ive even
heard of people asking their mechanic to clean off the sensor thats already on there I didnt go
this route. Now, after putting on the sensor, I drove for about 50 or so miles. Initially, the light
went off. But, of course, it came back on. Like you, swimupstream , I had a foul odor from the
exhaust, especially at WOT on the highway most noticeable with my back window down. Did
some more research, and learned that the foul smell is coming from the cat starting to go. I
didnt want to have to replace it, because it passed emissions, but it became a necessity. The
thing about the V8 4runner not sure about all the other ones is that there are multiple cats.
Upstream and downstream. For the V8s, there is a cat attached to both exhaust manifolds. I
wasnt wanting to risk the same issue occurring if I replaced the wrong part, so I decided it was
time to change the cats on the passenger's side. Since the faulty read was coming from the
Bank 2, Sensor 1 location, and it didnt clear when changing sensors, I figured it was time to
change the exhaust manifold. There were more affordable options, I went with a better quality
part because I dont want the same trouble within the next k miles Its completely up to the buyer
and their budget. But not all of these issues are fixable with just a gas cap replacement
unfortunately, because it would be much more affordable. Like most people, I want to save
money and buy the part myself, even if I have to take it to the shop for the labor portion. Last
edited: Dec 17, Nmste4r , Dec 17, Vonhetzer , Feb 14, Just thought I'd add my experience in here
as well, this was a very helpful thread for me to read. I did get a diagnostic from a parts store,
and while I can't remember the exact code, I remember it being emissions related. I first tried the
battery terminal suggestion. Lights went off, but then came on a day or so later and stayed on.
Tried this multiple times, same result. I tried the gap cap suggestion, lights never went off. It

was a quick and cheap option and the lights have been off for over six months! Thank goodness
it wasn't the O2 sensors! Show Ignored Content. Bar's Leaks Transmission Repair - 16 oz.
Nolathane REV Denso New Compressor with Clutch. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Remember Me? Site Navigation. MJ Philbin. I have had very similar issues with
check engine lights. In the past, the check engine light would come on, and the code would only
reveal a problem with one of the 02 sensors. After fixing that the last time, the traction control
light wouldn't go away. Local guy was chalking it up to a wheel or abs sensor, which at this
stage I refused to replace. My brother in law is a mercedes electronic specialist, and he
borrowed my truck and came back within a couple hours with it fixed. No parts, and this was
about 5K miles ago. He claims to have re-programmed a "yaw sensor" which evidently is
something that tells the "rescue me" computer that the truck is not sitting level, or at risk of
tipping over. I didn't realize that a part like that could be adjusted or repaired in any way. He
didn't replace anything, though, and it's been perfect ever since. The traction control system
does work now think: Chicago winter , and life is good! Scans have pulled no codes, gas
mileage hasn't changed and still runs great. Light are just annoying! Check engine light and
VSC off and Trac off lights on. Thanks forum guys! From the Forum I tightened the gas cap it
was not apparently loose and after about the 4th start it went back to normal, no lights!
Originally Posted by Sgt. I have a good one here. I started it up one day and it shook pretty good
for about 30 seconds and then went away. I drove it to work, everything was fine. Started it after
8 hrs. Pulled codes and had a 6 cylinder miss-fire. Changed Plugs. She ran fine for 2 days and
then the same thing started. Swapped 6 coil pack with 4. Put 4 pack back on 4 and changed 6
coil pack with new. Ran fine last night. Started it up this morning engine shake again for 30
seconds and CEL blinked for a couple of seconds and then went out, engine drove fine. What
the heck??? Same exact problem. I will pull code again once it stays on. What would cause the
eninge to shake like a cylinder isn't firing for 30 seconds give or take a couple and then run fine.
No noticable loss of power. I am lost on this one. ANY help would be greatly appreciated. Oh,
one more thing. Those are the only light that won't go out. Then come on as soon as the vehicle
moves. It stays out for as long as the engine is running and you haven't moved when you first
start it up. Went to Autozone to get the codes read but they told me they don't offer that service
anymore. Vehicle runs great and the gas mileage hasn't changed. I've tried the usual tightening
the gas cap and resetting the computer. But, after driving for about 15 minutes, they all light up
again. I did just read in some other forum that low brake fluid can also cause the lights to light
up. I will have to check up on that once I get home from work. I'm really hoping there is
something else I can do before I really have to take it to a mechanic. Member's Picture Albums.
Vsc , check engine, anti lock , low tire pressure. I had low tire light come on my 4runner sport v8
4wheel drive. I did not take care of this right away, and it set off lights "vsc, anti lock brakes". I
solved it after proper air in all 5 tires including spare. The lights were still on, so disconnected
battery waited 15 minutes, hooked battery up and all lights shut off. Originally Posted by
Flo4Run. Engine shakes for a while when i start it up, and sometimes I notice after driving a
while rpms go down to on idle. CEL reader reported cylinder 6 misfire and I replaced all six
plugs, it was good for a while but now it's happening again. I'm thinking it could be a bad
distributor cap. Your input would help a lot. Autozone guy suggested possible hole in exhaust
system. When we put the car on the lift it was hard to see but the gasket just before the cc was
leaking. We changed the gaskets on both sides Had a similar problem with my 4 Runner. I fixed
it by cleaning the battery poles from a greenish powder. Actron code reader said it was
passenger side 0xygen sensor downstream the one after the catalytic converter. I replaced it
with OEM Denso and cleared the code. Checked with reader again and code came back as the
same Oxygen sensor downstream on passenger side even though it was already replaced with
new one. Any ideas anyone? That sounds like my problem We have replaced all O2 sensors
with factory parts now, at first we used after market which I have heard that can trick the Codes
to pull. Also new battery, MAF sensor They are haunting me. I have noticed the exhaust has a
bit of an eggy smell to it occasionally Hey this just happened to me also. I tightened my gas cap
Then I checked my abs fuse box I checked fluid levels all good Then I said what the Hey and
opened up the old air cleaner box Guess what folks some damn rodent had stored at least
acorns in there via my air induction port on the passenger side wheel well So, add this one to
the possible fixes regarding warning lights. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All
times are GMT The time now is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this
web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 2 of 6. Thread
Tools. Rate Thread. MJ Philbin Junior Member. View Public Profile. Join Date: Mar Posts: 1. Find
More Posts by toyotagirl Beargrass2 Junior Member. Find More Posts by Beargrass2. Join Date:

Apr Posts: 5. Find More Posts by ludog. Flo4Run Member. Boz I have a good one here. Find
More Posts by Flo4Run. Join Date: Dec Posts: 4. Find More Posts by junbug Liftproduction
Junior Member. Vsc , check engine, anti lock , low tire pressure I had low tire light come on my
4runner sport v8 4wheel drive. Find More Posts by Liftproduction. Join Date: Nov Posts: 2. Find
More Posts by whitfam. Join Date: Nov Posts: 5. Find More Posts by bk4runner. Trail4Runner
Junior Member. Join Date: Feb Posts: 1. Find More Posts by Trail4Runner. AurelioDiez Junior
Member. Find More Posts by AurelioDiez. Join Date: Apr Posts: 2. Find More Posts by azurez
Join Date: Apr Posts: 1. Find More Posts by 4run4BuxandTako. WJB75 Junior Member. Join
Date: Dec Posts: 1. Posting Rules. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet?
Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Remember Me? Site Navigation. Well its been a while since
Ive been on this site but now I have a problem with my runner. I have sr5 4x4 v6 runner that I
took to the dealer to change the oil, after it was there for a full day I came to pick it up and the
staff told me that I needed to flush the break and power steering system. So I said I would bring
it to them 2 days from then. So I took it to the dealership and they flushed the systems and I
took it home. The next morning I was on my way to work when the Check engine light came on
and the VSC off and Trac off lights came on. So after work I came back home and had a bit of
fun with the VSC and Traction control off I didn't check the abs , then I called up the dealership.
They told me to bring it in for them to check it. I took it to the dealership and they looked at it,
and with in 30 minuets I was able to take it home with the lights off Im betting they just
disconnected the battery. The next day yesterday when I was on my way to work and the lights
came on again. So this morning I took it in , then when I returned after work they told me that
the catalytic converter needed to be replaced, and they replaced it free of charge. Im not exactly
sure why they gave me a new catalytic converter, because that has nothing to do with the
breaking system VSC, TRAC , so I am betting that the lights will come on again tomorrow
morning. Any ideas?? Dealer said bring it in so they could dig alittle deeper for probs. Don't
really trust dealers. The dealer just offered me a new catalytic converter and they told me that it
was under warranty. The dealer will probably give you a new one to. Good Times. Emissions
have a longer warranty due to federal guidelines so you should be able to warranty those items
if they require replacing as per TSB or anything else under the warranty program. As for the
christmas tree lights engaging, sometimes a simple cel can cause the others to light up.
Sometimes you'll do it for you but for the most part it's easy to do. Once you get the codes
you'll have a better idea what issues your vehicle is experiencing so this will be a good starting
point. Also, these code readers can also clear the codes the only way to clear the xmas tree
lights. Good luck. Operation Rebuild Chaos Edition. If they touched your brake systems they
could have broken a one of the ABS sensors and that would cause your VSC system to be
faulty. Or do a search for zero point calibration. There is a thread with instructions on how to
clear it up. Can anyone tell me exactly what to use to do this without a tester. That saved me a
ton of money. I had the same problem with my 6 month old 4wd 4-runner. I had a bad charcoal
canister, and the dealer told me the VSC lights always come on with the check engine light, but
implied that the VSC still works I assured them that as of the snow storm the other day, the VSC
was not working. They could not explain why the VSC is disabled when the check engine light
comes on. Sounds dumb to me But I found another reference: A detected engine problem could
mean many things, so Toyota decided to kill anything that could be an additional load on the
engine including the VSC system since it causes braking the ABS does still work though. I still
call the VSC system a safety system and think it was a dumb move, but it at least makes a little
sense. Hi all! I would like to thank you for invaluable info i got in this forum. After the vsc off,
vsc trac and check engine lights popped up in my 4runner, i turned to the internet for
trouble-shooting. Found out that my gas cap was loose. I did tighten it and thereafter unhooked
battery for 15mins as suggested. The lights went out and the baby has been good since. The
funny thing is that this started after i took my truck to the mechanic to have my fuel tank and
injector flushed. I have taken it back twice to have it checked again and they keep saying that it
doesnt give any codes and there is nothing wrong with the truck. I dont belive them and i think
they messed up something while dropping the tank and cleaning the injector. What do you guys
think? I need to get back armed with evidence. I have a runner and last night we had our trac
off;vsc off; and check engine light come one. We came to this forum in hopes to find some
help--which we did! Turns out, my wife left the gas cap loose! I havent visited this forum in a
while, but turns out that wasnt the only problemalthough i beleive it to be the culpritalso had to
replace one of the oxygen sensors--reset the codes--finally, lights stayed off! Last edited by
2wheeldriver; at PM. Reason: more problems. I have a good one here. I started it up one day and
it shook pretty good for about 30 seconds and then went away. I drove it to work, everything
was fine. Started it after 8 hrs. Pulled codes and had a 6 cylinder miss-fire. Changed Plugs. She
ran fine for 2 days and then the same thing started. Swapped 6 coil pack with 4. Put 4 pack back

on 4 and changed 6 coil pack with new. Ran fine last night. Started it up this morning engine
shake again for 30 seconds and CEL blinked for a couple of seconds and then went out, engine
drove fine. What the heck??? Same exact problem. I will pull code again once it stays on. What
would cause the eninge to shake like a cylinder isn't firing for 30 seconds give or take a couple
and then run fine. No noticable loss of power. I am lost on this one. ANY help would be greatly
appreciated. Oh, one more thing. Those are the only light that won't go out. Then come on as
soon as the vehicle moves. It stays out for as long as the engine is running and you haven't
moved when you first start it up. Originally Posted by Sgt. I am not sure what happened I had
this issue a few months back and had regular mechanic run a diagnostic but ran out of time as I
didn't want to leave it. Now, I am not sure what it is as my oil was changed two weeks ago and
oil. Before I take in, I checked gas cap but read somewhere else you had to unhook the battery
afterwards? Any assistance greatly appreciated to getting cleared or giving the mechanic an
idea where to look Hi all- I have T 4Runner v6 with 90K miles on it. Every time I have to park it on
an inclined driveway or space and put on the emergency brake, the vsc trac lights as well as the
check engine sign comes on. The last time it happened it was a few days before I had to have
the 90K mile service. And all the warning lights went away. They changed the battery as well, so
I am guessing that is what ended up curing the faulty signs as well. Does anyone have any
ideas or similar experiences? How easy or difficult would it be to disconnect and reconnect the
battery? BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All
company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for identification
purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us
now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of 6. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. View Public
Profile. Find More Posts by swimmer Find More Posts by retco. Good Times Senior Member.
Find More Posts by Good Times. Find More Posts by sharp4runr. Find More Posts by kb7mci.
Find More Posts by orokooyaro. Naija4Runner Junior Member. Find More Posts by
Naija4Runner. Join Date: May Posts: 1. Find More Posts by 2wheeldriver. Boz Junior Member.
Join Date: Sep Posts: 7. Find More Posts by Sgt. Join Date: Oct Posts: 2. Quote: Originally
Posted by Sgt. Boz I have a good one here. Find More Posts by grosse Join Date: May Location:
fl Posts: 3. Find More Posts by kelx Join Date: Mar Posts: 1. Find More Posts by raj. Posting
Rules. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a
Sponsor. Is your dashboard lit up like a Christmas tree? This fix for check engine and VSC
lights is both simple and cheap. Something as simple as a loose gas cap is a common reason
for these 4runners to act like the end of the world is near. In my case, I remembered that it was
late at night the last time I filled up, and I was fumbling with the tether chord on the gas cap. My
gut told me that was the issue, but I needed to be sure. Searching the internet will turn up tons
of results saying that a new gas cap will turn your check engine light off. Some vehicles will
actually have tricky procedures to make these codes show up in the odometer readout. Many
Chrysler cars and trucks will do that by turning the ignition on and off a certain number of times
at specific intervals. But in general, your best bet is to purchase a cheap code reader. My code
reader of choice is the Innova This Innova unit does everything I need it to at a great price.
Scanning my 4runner revealed 3 trouble codes: P , P , and C I searched the forums at T4r. The
two P0 codes point to a leak in the emissions system. Either an improperly installed cap or a
worn out one. The C code is the one that tells the vehicle to turn on the check engine light and
disable the traction and VSC. There seems to be a myth going around the internet that a new
gas cap is an easy way to trick your vehicle into turning the check engine light off. My thought
process for how I was going to fix this consisted of starting from the cheapest and easiest
solution, then working my way up to other options until it was fixed. I tightened it up and
cleared the codes. My next idea was that the cap was leaking, but maybe just slightly. The
rubber seal on the cap looked pretty dry and worn, so I cleaned it and applied a bit of grease to
soften it up. I tested the function of the cap itself by lightly tapping it in the direction to loosen it
to see how much resistance it had. Clearly, these users were American. For some reason, here
in Canada, we have to pay much more than just the exchange rate difference when buying parts
from dealerships. If I knew that was the only way to fix the issue, I would have just paid the
money. But curiousity got the best of me, and I wanted to give an aftermarket cap a try first. So I
went over to the nearest parts store in the MR2 of course, because the 4runner was in Time-out
due to bad behavior. I wanted to see for myself before shelling out for the real deal. I repeated
my test from Fix 2 and it had barely any spring tension at all. It was bad enough that vibration
from driving could have loosened it. One tap and it practically fell off. I tried it anyway, and
although it lasted a few days longer, my lights and codes still came back. Before I bit the bullet
on a Toyota gas cap, I had one more thing I wanted to try. My original cap itself seemed to not
only still function properly but was even better than the brand new aftermarket one. I just
needed to fix the seal. It just so happened that the garbage aftermarket cap had a brand new

rubber seal on it. I pried the seals off both the old and new caps to compare them. Sure enough,
the original was crushed to the point where it was about half as thick. It also felt hard and brittle
compared to the new one. So I swapped the new seal onto the original cap and voila! Problem
solved and I passed my emissions test easily. I now have the proper spring tension of the
original Toyota cap with a brand new rubber seal. You can either use your code reader to do
this the easy way, or disconnect your battery for 10 minutes or so. With the Innova code reader ,
your codes are gone and your lights are off with the push of a button. This is where things
might get expensive. Areas of concern would be the fuel filler neck, charcoal canister, VSV
valve, or the lines running to the canister near the exhaust. Drive Clean has two different types
of tests. They take separate readings at idle and roughly rpm. If your readings are within their
acceptable parameters, you pass. For newer OBD2 vehicles, the test is much simpler. All they
do is plug their machine into the same diagnostic port we talked about earlier in this post.
Anyone with a code reader can clear their codes in the parking lot of the testing facility to turn
any warning lights off. The government is too smart to fall for that trick. So how do you pass the
Drive Clean test? In order to do that, the vehicle needs to have been driven through multiple
drive cycles. Most mechanics recommend driving it for a week after you fixed a problem and
cleared the codes. The computer needs to be able to run tests on itself to make sure certain
functions are working properly. My 4runner still passed because all the others were good to go.
The recipe for a clear pass: no check engine light, no trouble codes, and all but 1 of your
monitors in ready mode. Your vehicle needs to be driven for a bit after fixing it in ord
2002 ford ranger bolt pattern
window blind parts diagram
2001 jeep cherokee owners manual
er to be ready to pass the test. If you have any doubts about whether your vehicle is going to
pass the test, a code reader can act as your own crystal ball into the future. If you found this
post helpful, let me know! Follow me on Facebook , Instagram , Twitter , or leave a comment
below. Very helpful post! Undergoing thru a fix to this problem as we speak. I finally. Thanks for
all this info! Big fan of your truck and all the things you do to it. Honestly just wanted to thank
you. Just bought 06 v8 4runner for with k and now 0 lights besides tpms. These lights just came
on this morning and I had to laugh cause your expression of wanting to go into full freak out
mode was totally me! Then I was like calm down this isnt like your diesel truck that every time a
check engine light came on you can throw at least 1k out the window! I reeled myself back in! I
will try these things and hope for the best! Before you start spending money on parts, you need
to confirm the source of the problem.

